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CALDERCRAFT ~ JOFFRE

Joffre was built in 1916 by the Androssan Dry Dock & Shipping Co. 
She was owned throughout her career by Lawson-Batey Tugs Ltd. of 
Newcastle on Tyne. Specifically built for the coastal towing business 
her gross tonnage was 260, with an engine power of 1,140 i.h.p. this 
was quite a high power for ships of her day. Fitted with two sets of 
towing hooks, an unusual feature for tugs of her size, the after one 
was used for towing lighters on the river Tyne.
Model has a plain GRP hull with CNC cut superstructure and deck, 
screen printed overlays and over 300 cast white metal fittings, 
including the ships crew and the ships dog.To complete the kit, all 
the necessary timber, cordage and vacuum formed lifeboats are 
supplied. As the Joffre saw service through two world wars it gives 
scope for additional detailing and a wartime paint scheme.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7000
SCALE: 1:48
LENGTH: 775MM
BEAM: 190MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Monoperm Super 6V M25010 
Monoperm Super 12V M25020
STEAM PLANT:  
Pintail Horizontal Standard C10097 
Pintail Horizontal Deluxe C10109



CALDERCRAFT ~ NORTHLIGHT

This is a representative model of a typical small coaster from the 
Western Isles of Scotland, known to all ship lovers as a 'Clyde 
Puffer'. The GRP hull carries full external detail, rivetting, strakes 
etc.
Kit contains all necessary mouldings, printed overlays, CNC cut 
wood parts, drawings and diagrams for assembly. There are over 
200 white metal fittings and it is in their authenticity and feel that 
the charm of this finished model shows. Awarded a gold medal at 
the Nuremburg Toy Fair of 1984 it was a first for any British kit 
manufacturer and a first for any marine model kit from around the 
world. This kit also fills a corner for the static modeller looking for 
a cased model that is a little different. Crew member figures are 
included.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7001
SCALE: 1:32
LENGTH: 660MM
BEAM: 178MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Monoperm 6V M24010 
Monoperm 12V M24020



CALDERCRAFT ~ MARIE FELLING

The Marie Felling was built by Earls of Hall and launched in 1928. 
Designed by the same team as the Imara, she was a Crown Colony 
Contracts vessel and judging by the margin notes of the contract, 
gave rise to the many improvements incorporated in the later Imara, 
especially with regard to accomodation. Both were designed for 
the same type of harbour work. From the deck layout up, the Marie 
Felling is an unusual and appealing vessel. From the single lifeboat 
carried cross ship on the sub deck atop the forwad saloon and the 
raised bridge on stilts, not to mention the cross passage through the 
single superstructure, the massive plain funnel and open funnel deck 
all combine to give this vessel a unique charm.
Model hull is fully detailed, as is the two part superstructure and 
funnel. All these parts are moulded in GRP. Deck and bridge are 
ply, with a printed ply overlay. Fittings are cast white metal. The 
superstructure is easily removable to allow easy access to the hull 
making this model ideal fot steam propulsion. The kit is available in 
either single or twin screw versions.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER:  
Single Screw 7003 
Twin Screw 7003/2
SCALE: 1:32
LENGTH: 1105MM
BEAM: 292MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Decaperm 6V M68010 
Decaperm 12V M68020
STEAM PLANT:  
Puffin Horizontal Version 2 C10140 
(For Single Screw)  
Puffin Maxi C10053 
(For Twin Screw) 



CALDERCRAFT ~ PEGGY

Peggy is a typical Herring drifter built at the turn of the century. 
Hundreds of these ships sailed from ports along the East coast of 
Scotland. Peggy was built in 1907 by Hall and Russel of Aberdeen. 
Along with a sister ship, the Jeannie, she was built for the Duncan 
family of Peterhead. During the First World War, Peggy was used 
by the Admiralty as an Admirals barge. She was also used in the 
process of laying a cable from Peterhead to Russia for the British 
and Russian governments. The cable was known locally as ithe 
Russian cablei. Just before the Second World War, the Peggy left the 
ownership of the Duncan family.
The kit contains over 450 cast white metal fittings, a fully detailed 
GRP hull and superstructure. Deck overlay and cabin are screen 
printed ply with the main deck and other superstructures CNC cut 
ply. A full size plan and a comprehensive building manual complete 
this fine kit.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7004
SCALE: 1:24
LENGTH: 1220MM
BEAM: 241MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
550 Inc. Gearbox 70113 
Motor Mount 70200
STEAM PLANT:  
Puffin Horizontal Version 2 C10139 
Standard  
Puffin Horizontal Version 2 C10140 
Deluxe 



CALDERCRAFT ~ S.S. TALACRE

The SS Talacre is a typical single hatch coaster used in the coal trade 
of a type that was found by the hundreds around the coast of the 
U.K. in the golden era of steam. Designed for Point of Ayr Collieries 
by Crichton, Thompson & Co Ltd., of London she was built by 
Crabtree &Co., of Great Yarmouth in 1917. Talacre was named after 
a small village near the colliery. Talacre was finally scraped in 1959 
by the Hammond Lane Foundry in Dublin. Realism leaps out of the 
completed model, as if a turn of a valve will start the anchor windlass 
or the cargo winch clattering away and the lagged steam pipes to 
begin steaming and drying out.
The hull is of GRP fully detailed on the exterior with plating, double 
rivetting and strakes. The whole package is complete with CNC cut 
plywood, printed overlays, funnel material, hatch cover, moulded 
ships boats, mast and boom material, cargo material, rigging cord, 
transfers, detailed drawings and instruction book, crew members and 
all cast white metal fittings to complete.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7005
SCALE: 1:48
LENGTH: 863MM
BEAM: 152MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Super Monoperm 6V M25010 
Super Monoperm 12V M25020
STEAM PLANT:  
Pintail Standard C10097 
Pintail Deluxe C10109



CALDERCRAFT ~ CELIA

The SS Talacre is a typical single hatch coaster used in the coal trade 
of a type that was found by the hundreds around the coast of the 
U.K. in the golden era of steam. Designed for Point of Ayr Collieries 
by Crichton, Thompson & Co Ltd., of London she was built by 
Crabtree &Co., of Great Yarmouth in 1917. Talacre was named after 
a small village near the colliery. Talacre was finally scraped in 1959 
by the Hammond Lane Foundry in Dublin. Realism leaps out of the 
completed model, as if a turn of a valve will start the anchor windlass 
or the cargo winch clattering away and the lagged steam pipes to 
begin steaming and drying out.
The hull is of GRP fully detailed on the exterior with plating, double 
rivetting and strakes. The whole package is complete with CNC cut 
plywood, printed overlays, funnel material, hatch cover, moulded 
ships boats, mast and boom material, cargo material, rigging cord, 
transfers, detailed drawings and instruction book, crew members and 
all cast white metal fittings to complete.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7006
SCALE: 1:16
LENGTH: 675MM
BEAM: 256MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Super Monoperm 6V M25010



CALDERCRAFT ~ GARNOCK

This small harbour tug was owned by I.C.I. Ltd., based at Irvine on 
the west coast of Scotland until being taken out of service in 1984 
due to the explosion of a towed raft. Although a small model it is 
very detailed and satisfies even the experienced modeller.
Hull is a two part styrene moulding joined with a central flange. 
Deck and superstructure are of die-cut styrene. Fittings are of cast 
white metal and the kit is complete with prop shaft, propeller, glazing 
material, moulded funnel, tube, dowel, chain and cordage along 
with instruction book and drawings. On the water performance is 
outstanding due of course to the large kort nozzle and combined 
rudder. 

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7007
SCALE: 1:48
LENGTH: 500MM
BEAM: 144MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Monoperm 6V M24010



CALDERCRAFT ~ RIVERMAN

For those looking for something different that is easy 
to transport and a super performer on the water this 
could be your choice. To scale boat modellers who have not 
considered these vessels to be worthy of a place in their fleet it 
could provide a pleasant change and a challenge. These boats are to be found 
mainly on the river Thames towing strings of barges. Many had their wheelhouses built up in 
a permanent or semi-permanent fashion and would often have the crew bicycles, planks, oil 
drums, ladders, cordage etc., littering their decks. 
The model has a two part moulded styrene hull with all round flange joint and a moulded stub 
funnel. All other parts are of die-cut ply complemented by a superb set of cast white metal 
fittings and the package is complete with drawings, instruction book, prop shaft and propeller, 
kort nozzle and all necessary wire, rod dowel, tube etc., to complete the model as illustrated. 
This model offers much scope to the builder who wishes to customise their model.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7008
SCALE: 1:32
LENGTH: 775MM
BEAM: 190MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Super Monoperm 6V M25010

ISIS is based on a Peruvian harbour launch built on and shipped from the 
Clyde at the turn of the centuary. At a first glance the ISIS may not appear 
to interest the experienced model maker seeking a super detailed, well known 
project. ISIS is unique in providing every oppertunity to test your skill in 
customising its design. The addition of one or more masts or the changing 
of the funnel structure will transform your boat and give you a feeling of 
creating something special.
With a fully detailed GRP hull and a large lift off superstructure the model is 
ideal for installation of a steam plant.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7016
SCALE: 1:16
LENGTH: 864MM
BEAM: 203MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Super Monoperm 6V M25010 
Super Monoperm 12V M25020
STEAM PLANT:  
Pintail Horizontal Std C10000 
Pintail Horizontal Dlx C10095

CALDERCRAFT ~ ISIS



CALDERCRAFT ~ CUMBRAE

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7009
SCALE: 1:32
LENGTH: 864MM
BEAM: 203MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Super Monoperm 6V M25010 
Super Monoperm 12V M25020

A working boat with the lines and elegance of a yacht this Clyde 
Pilot cutter of the 60's - 70's era can be summed up as a 'boaters' 
boat. It looks like a modern motor vessel designed and built by an 
Edwardian yard and it has to be seen on the water to be appreciated 
to the full. 
The hull is of GRP with full plating and rivet detailon the exterior. 
Ships boat and funnel are styrene mouldings. The remainder of the 
model consists of die-cut ply parts, printed deck and wheelhouse 
overlays and all associated materials that are required. Instruction 
booklet and drawings, dowel, wire, rod, chain, rigging cord, transfers, 
prop and prop shaftmake up our usual kit package topped off with a 
comprehensive set of white metal fittings. Drop the side gratings and 
watch your pilot grab the hand rails and step back aboard



CALDERCRAFT ~ SIR KAY

One of eight vessels named ofter the Knights of the Round Table and 
which were to be known as the Round Table Class of minesweeper. 
Based on a well proven hull design of a trawler 'The Star of Orkney' 
built by Hall Russell of Aberdeen. Our kit is based on one built by 
Hall Russell & Co. Ltd. and given the pennant no T241. All eight of 
the Round Table Class minesweepers survived the war and were sold 
out of service and conserved to conventional steam trawlers. Every 
inch of this model is stamped with realism and is a feast of detail.
A GRP hull with moulded external detail forms the basis of the 
model plus styrene funnel, carley float, and boat mouldings. 
Superstructure and deck are of CNC cut ply with a printed deck 
overlay. Complete with all necessary rod, dowel, wire etc. and a 
comprehensive cast white metal fittings pack allow the builder to 
create their own masterpiece.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7011
SCALE: 1:48
LENGTH: 933MM
BEAM: 165MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Super Monoperm 6V M25010 
Super Monoperm 12V M25020



CALDERCRAFT ~ IMARA

Typical of many of the period 'Imara' was a twin screw harbour tug, built 
to a Crown Colonies contract for delivery to Dares-Salaam. Thereafter she 
had a colourful history, ultimately entering Royal Naval service where she 
was renamed 'Perseverance'.
Although impossible to describe in detail the features of a model with over 
1,400 parts the the following are the most outstanding. Hull, main and 
rear deckhouse and funnel are moulded in GRP with all rivet and plating 
detail faithfully reproduced. All decks, wheelhouse etc. are CNC cut from 
high quality Birch ply. Deck overlays are pre-printed with planking detail. 
Almost 800 fittings manufactured in high grade alloy of superb quality, 
with many unique features too numerous to list. It even includes the 
pantry, sink, jugs, cups, saucers, plates, tables and chairs for the saloon. 
Lifeboats are moulded in styrene with seperate interior mouldings and all 
furniture included. A comprehensive instruction book including adetailed 
history of the full sized vessel and two highly detailed construction 
drawings. Single and twin screw versions of the hull are available. The 
twin twin screw version is true to scale, and the single screw version 
allows for easy installation af a steam plant. Both versions look superb on 
the water as you can see viewed from the front or the side.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER:  
Single Screw 7012/1 
Twin Screw 7012
SCALE: 1:32
LENGTH: 1105MM
BEAM: 292MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Decaperm 12V M68020
STEAM PLANT:  
Puffin Deluxe Horizontal C10140 
Puffin Standard Horizontal C10139 
(Either For Single Screw)  
Puffin Maxi C10053 
(For Twin Screw) 



CALDERCRAFT ~ RYHOPE

This is a small highly colourful scale harbour tug which although 
owned by Messers. France Fenwick Tyne and Wear Co., and 
based on the Tyne, had U.S. origins. These readily show in the 
characteristic high sided superstructure. Arriving in the U.K. as part 
of the lend lease agreement in 1950-51 she was sold out of service 
by her then owners the Ministry of Supply and Transport along with 
many other similar vessels.
The moulded GRP hull which has external detail of plates and 
strakes, but is essentially a smooth hull showing only the weld lines 
of the plates. Superstructure and deck is of die-cut ply, boats and 
funnel are styrene mouldings. All necessary parts including prop 
shaft and prop and a very comprehensive fittings pack is included to 
finish the model. This is a model that draws attention when on the 
water wherever model boating enthusiasts gather.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7013
SCALE: 1:48
LENGTH: 553MM
BEAM: 178MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Monoperm 6V M24010



CALDERCRAFT ~ BRANNAREN

The Brannaren was representative of a small coastal tanker of the 
early thirties, of a size and type to be found all around the world. 
Built in Malmo and completed in 1933, the Brannaren first saw 
service in the Swedish Navy before being sold to private owners. 
Few scale model manufacturers dare include a tanker in their range, 
such is their complexity. The Brannaren is a must in any serious 
modellers collection.
The hull is a fully detailed GRP moulding, decks and superstructure 
are high quality precision cut birch ply with printed overlays. The 
pipe work around the decks and their valves form the main and 
unique feature of the Brannaren. Installation has been made easier by 
the nature of the fittings and the accurate seperate underlay drawing 
provided. A full compliment of white metal fittings along with all 
dowel, wire and cordage make the finished model.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7015
SCALE: 1:48
LENGTH: 1067MM
BEAM: 190MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Super Monoperm 6V M25010 
Super Monoperm 12V M25020



CALDERCRAFT ~ PCF

The 'Patrol Craft (Fast)' was a development in the U.S. 
for the Vietnam war. Originally, Coast Guard cutters 
capable of 25 knots in open water, PCF's are mostly seen 
in photographs and film being used on inland waterways 
where they formed part of the 'Brown Water Navy'.
The PCF design on a one piece GRP moulding complete 
with precision cut ply parts, and a full set of cast white 
metal fittings that you would expect from the Caldercraft 
range. The armament forms the main feature of the PCF, 
Twin forward open turreted 0.5" Browning machine gun. On 
the plane at high speed or simply cruising the PCF shows 
excellent performance on the water, its twin rudders and 
propellers guaranteeing excellent handling.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7017
SCALE: 1:16
LENGTH: 939MM
BEAM: 254MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
550 (2 required) 70114



CALDERCRAFT ~ VULCANO

Vulcano was built on the Thames, by Thorneycroft in 1905 for the 
Portuguese Navy. She was built primarily for training officers and 
men men in the art of torpedo and mine work. The ship design allows 
for a wealth of detail to be included, making this one of the more 
complex models in the Caldercraft range.
With a detailed GRP hull, precision cut ply decks and over 500 cast 
white metal fittings. Ships boats are moulded from styrene, all the 
dowel, wire and cordage are provided. Performance on the water is 
true to scale and with twin propellers is highly manoeuvrable.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7018
SCALE: 1:32
LENGTH: 1054MM
BEAM: 178MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Super Monoperm 6V M25010 
Super Monoperm 12V M25020



CALDERCRAFT ~ MILFORD STAR

This small attractive side trawler, so typical of the thirties and forties 
was a conversion to a peace time trawler from one of eight Round 
Table Class minesweepers built around 1943 for war service. The 
design is based on the hull lines of Star of Orkney, a trawler built in 
1936.
The hull is a fully detailed GRP moulding with CNC cut ply deck 
and superstructure A full set of white metal fittings, dowel, tube, rod 
etc. to complete the model as illustrated. The Milford Star benefits 
greatly from the added paraphernalia of nets, bouys and ropes. 
Internal lighting can be added to give additional realism to those late 
night Summer and Autumn sailings.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7019
SCALE: 1:48
LENGTH: 933MM
BEAM: 165MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Super Monoperm 6V M25010 
Super Monoperm 12V M25020



Almost every day for nearly thirty years the tug boat 'Alte Liebe' 
could be seen in Cuxhaven Harbour under full steam. She was 
used as a Pilot, Fireboat and Salvage tug. Built in 1931 by 
the Nobiskrug Gmbh shipyard at Rendsburg on an order from 
Wasserstrabbendirektion Hamburg, she was launched on 2nd 
September 1931 and after further test launches on 12th and 14th 
November went into service at Cuxhaven on December 6th 1931. 
The building price was 198,100 Reichsmark. Powered by a triple 
expansion steam engine built by Christiansen & Myer. The boiler 
was a single cylinder tube boiler with return flue. Maximum 
pressure of 14 bar, power output of the engine was 300hp at 210rpm. 
Alte Liebe is now at Hamburg renamed Kirstin, with a complete 
superstructure change and a diesel engine.
A fully moulded GRP hull with plating and rubbing strake detail is 
complemented with CNC cut ply deck and superstructure. Printed 
ply overlays are provided along with a comprehensive fittings kit to 
complete the model. The fully removable superstructure makes this 
model ideal for steam lant installation.

CALDERCRAFT ~ ALTE LIEBE

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7020
SCALE: 1:25
LENGTH: 984MM
BEAM: 262MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Decaperm 6V M68010 
Decaperm 12V M68020



CALDERCRAFT ~ SCHAARHORN

Schaarhorn was built in 1908 and used as the Hamburg state Yacht, 
in 1973Schaarhorn was sold and brought to the U.K. In 1990 she 
was sold to a preservation society in Hamburg and fully restored. It 
is now used for pleasure cruises. The model was built using original 
drawings as well as photographs taken of the restored vessel.
The hull is a fully detailed GRP moulding. Superstructure and deck 
are CNC cut ply with printed ply overlays. Ships boats are styrene 
mouldings. Bow and stern decorative scroll work, ships name, saloon 
windows and door furniture are etched brass. Over 800 fittings are 
cast from high quality white metal (with 34 for the anchor windlass 
alone). All wood dowel, rod, wire and cordage are supplied to make 
this a model to be proud of.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7021
SCALE: 1:35
LENGTH: 1140MM
BEAM: 180MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Super Monoperm 6V M25010 
(2 required) 



CALDERCRAFT ~ RESOLVE

Due to the depletion of the naval tug fleet during the 1914 - 1918 
war, the Royal Navy decided to replace the older tugs with several 
classes of purpose built naval tugs. Largest and most powerful of 
these were the 'Resolve' class. Six were built in this class between 
1917 and 1919. Resolve was fitted with a quick firing 12pdr. gun for 
defense when on convoy duty or coastal tows during war time (the 
Resolve can also be painted with a war time color scheme). Resolve 
remained in the Royal Navy until 1950 when she was sold to messers 
James Scott and Co. Ltd. for breaking up.
This kit brings marine model kits into the 21st centuary. With seven 
sheets of CNC cut ply including panelling for the various cabins 
and screen printed overlays where necessary. Over 300 brass etched 
fittings and over 750 white metal fittings (forward anchor windlass 
has over 40 parts alone) make this the most detailed Caldercraft kit 
to-date. Funnels and hull are moulded in GRP with plating detail. All 
wood, dowel, rod, rigging cord and ships boats to complete the kit 
are provided.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7024
SCALE: 1:48
LENGTH: 1165MM
BEAM: 230MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Decaperm 12V M68020 
Monoperm Pile 12V M61020
Steam Plant:  
Puffin Maxi C10053



MINIFLEET ~ WESTBOURNE

Westbourne was built by Cammel Laird & Co. Ltd. of Birkenhead for 
the Port of London Authority and used as a tender with the dredger 
fleet. She was converted to Diesel power in the fifties. The bridge 
was also fully enclosed.
A one piece GRP hull forms the basis for the model. Deck and 
superstructure are CNC cut with screen printed overlays where 
required. Over 300 cast white metal fittings, vacuum formed ships 
boats, crew figures, ships dog and all necessary dowel, wire, cord 
and full size drawing with comprehensive instruction manual make 
this kit ideal as an introduction to scale ship modelling.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7022
SCALE: 1:48
LENGTH: 765MM
BEAM: 153MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Monoperm 6V M24010



MINIFLEET ~ MFV OCEAN CREST

This class of MFV was one of four sizes of wooden boats originating 
from a directive issued to the Director of Naval Construction in 1942 
to prepare a design of small craft to carry out the numerous duties 
associated with the needs of major and other types of warships at 
home and abroad. These craft were also to be readily converted 
for fishing duties with a minimum of alteration. The initial design 
was for a 61.5ft. boat and later it was proposed to build two other 
classes, one at 45ft and the other at 85ft. In deference to the Scottish 
fishermen this was reduced to 75ft., it was felt that this size would be 
of most use on the East coast. MFV 1219 - Ocean Crest was built by 
Richard Irvin at Peterhead in 1945 and was based on the Clyde until 
sold out of service in 1971, becoming the Wexford registered WD33, 
the name was later changed to Ocean Pearl.
Sub deck and superstructure are cut using the latest CNC cutting 
equipment to ensure accurate fit of parts. A one piece fibreglass hull 
with moulded in rubbing strakes, screen printed overlays for the 
superstructure and deck, vacuum formed plastic lifeboat, funnel and 
carley floats with over 300 cast white metal fittings and all wood, 
cordage and dowel to complete the model as illustrated

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7023
SCALE: 1:30
LENGTH: 762MM
BEAM: 203MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR: 



MINIFLEET ~ MOTOR FIFIE ‘AMARANTH’

The Motor Fifie 'Amaranth' was built originally as a Sailing Herring 
Drifter. However, due to the expansion of the Steam powered fishing 
fleet, Fifie owners fitted these boats with small oil powered motors 
to enable them to compete. Fifie's were popular and very successful 
fishing boats. They continued to be built until the early thirties and 
were still earning money for their owners two decades later.
This kit is based on a one piece ABS vac formed hull. CNC cut 
ply parts make the kit an ideal introduction to the world of marine 
modelling. As well as cast white metal fittings the kit is supplied with 
a motor mount, propshaft and propeller, vac formed lifeboat and a 
pre-stitched sail. The model is designed to take Radio Control or can 
be built for display.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 7010
SCALE: 1:40
LENGTH: 600MM
BEAM: 170MM
ELECTRIC MOTOR:  
Mabuchi 385 70112



KRICK ~ U-BOAT TYPE VII b

The U-Boat Type VII is probably the most well known submarine 
ever built. Over 1000 were built and used world wide and in its time 
it set many standards and became very successful. Its elegant and 
sleek lines make this an attractive model for either static display or 
a working model. A ballast tank with an electric pump is used to 
partially submerge the model, and then the model is dived by using 
the dive planes and forward speed. With this technique, very true to 
scale diving manoeuvres are possible.
 
A highly detailed kit complete with: Twin screw drive, including 
motors and props, two cast white metal gun kits, ABS manufactured 
hull, fully detailed deck, all necessary rigging, step by step 
instruction manual with fully detailed plan sheets. Ideal as an 
introduction to the world of submarine building!

Kit includes running gear.

krick
Modellbau vom Besten

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: K20310C
SCALE: 1:60
LENGTH: 1120MM
BEAM: 127MM



KRICK ~ ANNA

Anna is a small open launch, the ideal for introduction to steam 
sailing. 
The hull is vacuum formed ABS, all timber work is CNC cut making 
this a very easy model to construct, the figure and fenders are 
additional accessories.

krick
Modellbau vom Besten

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: K20210
SCALE: n/a
LENGTH: 610MM
BEAM: 260MM

Nordstrand is a freelance model of a fishing yacht.
With a vacuum formed ABS hull and superstructure, die-cut timber 
and plastic parts and fittings as shown in the photograph. Two full 
size plan sheets and a detailed instruction manual. This model is an 
excellent on the water performer and ideal as a regatta model.

krick
Modellbau vom Besten

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: K21430
SCALE: 1:16
LENGTH: 850MM
BEAM: 315MM

KRICK ~ NORDSTRAND



KRICK ~ VICTORIA

Built in 1912 by Messers Simson Strickland & Co. the Victoria 
epitomises the era of steam at the beginning of the 20th Centuary 
with the enclosed cockpit and open deck to show the steam plant in 
all its glory.
The kit is based on a high quality ABS moulded hull with the 
majority of the superstructure from laser cut timber. An additional 
fittings kit with the following parts is available: fenders, bollards, 
flags, sun struts and boatswain.

KRICK ~ ALEXANDRA
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With the Alexandra we have managed to create a typical steam 
launch from the beginning of the centuary. The slim hull shape 
reminds us of this time that brought us so many elegant boats.
This kit is of outstanding quality. All plywood parts have been 
laser cut. Moulded from 1.5mm ABS, the hull is extremely strong. 
Propeller and shaft are also included. A seperate fittings kit is 
available to complete the model including: 1 table lamp, 1 compass, 
2 hand lamps, 1 boatswain, 6 side fenders and a bow fender.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: K20261
SCALE: 1:10
LENGTH: 1077MM
BEAM: 253MM
FITTINGS KIT: K20263

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: K20281
SCALE: n/a
LENGTH: 940MM
BEAM: 190MM
FITTINGS KIT: K20283



KRICK ~ BORKUM
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Borkum is a typical steam island provider of the North Sea as found 
at the beginning of the twentieth century. This model is ideal for 
customising to  your own taste using special accessories like freight, 
tools or passengers. 
The Borkum kit is very easy to build. The hull is made from vacuum 
formed ABS and is fully CNC cut at the deck. All wooden paarts are 
exactly cut out by laser. Screw shaft and pipe as well as a brass prop 
and the complete rudder with linkage are included in the kit.

This is a scale model of a Hambourg harbour launch of the 1960's. Used as 
a working and transport boat, they are often used to ferry visitors around the 
harbour. The aim in designing the model was to produce a kit that was very easily 
assembled but lost non of the detail of the original. The result is a beginners kit 
that is true to scale and allows the more experienced modeller to add their own 
detail.
The hull is vacuum formed in high quality ABS, with the keel moulded in to 
make for very easy installation of the rudder and shaft.With the water line marked 
on the hull painting is made easier as is the deck installation. A removable motor 
mount is provided along with the electric motor, coupling propeller and shaft. 
A full set of fittings along with a full sized plan and comperehensive building 
instructions comlete this excellent beginners kit.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: K20291
SCALE: 1:12
LENGTH: 900MM
BEAM: 330MM
FITTINGS KIT: K20293

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: K20300
SCALE: 1:25
LENGTH: 634MM
BEAM: 148MM

KRICK ~ FELIX



KRICK ~ TINA / TINA II

Tina is a simple yet graceful sailing dingy of outstanding 
performance. The design omits all the 'usual' but absolutely 
unnecessary parts and offers simplicity at its best. This allows 
surprisingly fast, trouble free marie model experience. The mast is 
also easily removable for ease of transport.
The prefabricated kit contains well illustrated stage by stage building 
instructions, vacuum moulded ABS hull, deck, fin and rudder halves, 
aluminium tube mast and boom, ready to use sails, all necessary 
small parts as well as a large self adhesive decal set.Tina II has the 
same specification as Tina but with the foresail added.
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TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER:  
TINA K21423 
TINA II K21425
LENGTH: 900MM
BEAM: 280MM
DEPTH: 1580MM
Requires 2 channel radio control
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Sirius was based on an original Shrimp cutter stationed at Dorum, a 
small port just North of Bremerhaven.
The kit comprises of a one piece vacuum formed ABS hull, a fittings 
set including the winch which is manufactured in brass as is the 
majority of fittings. Precision cut ply parts, net material, wood, 
dowel, brass tube and wire help make this a superb kit. Very detailed 
full size plans and a comprehensive instruction manual make this kit 
a pleasure to build and sail.

The Motor vessel 'Grimmershorn' was built in 1956/57 by Hansa 
Stahlund Schiffbau GmbH at Koln-Deutz for the Waterways and 
Shipping Administration at Cuxhaven.Her Daimler-Benz four stroke 
diesel engine had an output of 500hp. permitting a speed of 11.5 
knots.
The model hull and deck are vacuum formed ABS, timber work of 
precision cut ply, 2 full size plan sheets and a construction manual 
along with a fittings pack complete this kit.
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KRICK ~ SIRIUS

KRICK ~ GRIMMERSHORN

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: K21460
SCALE: 1:16
LENGTH: 900MM
BEAM: 330MM

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: K21440
SCALE: 1:20
LENGTH: 1038MM
BEAM: 305MM



HFM MARINE ~ THAMES SAILING BARGE

The type of barge represented in this kit would have been sailing since the end of the 19th Centuary. With many still being used to 
the present day for racing and pleasure use. They were built around the Thames estuary in the South East of England where they 
worked. The design and sailing characteristics were designed so as to be sailed by a crew of a man and a boy. They could carry 
loads of around 70 to 90 tons, making them very efficient forms of transport in the days when transport was usually poor. The 
kit is designed to include many of the original crafts characteristics. The control of all six sails will give you very realistic sailing 
performance and, whether sailing close hauled or on a run, she will amaze you with her speed and manoeuvrability.
Kit includes: 24 formings; numbered hull; deck; cabin; movable leeboards with planking detail; servo tray; rudder with planking 
detail; receiver and battery box; 6 ballast boxes; 2 removable keels; 43 screen printed components; 40 fittings including the anchor 
and brail winches; all spars and mast timber; sail cloth; knife; cemend; full instructions.



HFM MARINE ~ PILOT BOAT

HFM MARINE ~ DAY BOAT

HFM MARINE ~ TYPE 23 FRIGATE

If you have never built a radio controlled boat before, then 
this is the kit for you. One of the most popular kits in the 
range, based on the well known Nelson 40 Pilot boats, this 
model has the same sea keeping characteristics as well as 
the same functional looks. You will be able to sail long after 
everyone else has been blown off. With its keel, the Pilot 
boat is an excellent regatta and steering boat with a very 
short box to pond time.
Kit includes: hull with rubbing strake detail; deck with anti 
slip moulding; cabin with raised window detail; two crew 
seats; rudder support; motor; motor coupling; motor mount; 
prop and shaft.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: HFM007
SCALE: N/A
LENGTH: 597MM
BEAM: 187MM

Based on the popular Pilot boathull, this boat is also a 
delight to build. Ideal for the beginner, it is a proven 
regatta and steering boat and will be stable in all weather. 
The kit can be built in two versions: Police / Customs / 
Harbourmaster launch, (twin engine casings with single 
cabin door). Fishing / Day boat, (single engine casing with 
twin cabin doors).
Kit includes: hull with rubbing strakes; detailed deck 
moulding; servo and receiver box; cabin interior with seats; 
self bailing aft cockpit; motor; motor mount; motor coupling; 
prop and shaft.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: HFM008
SCALE: N/A
LENGTH: 597MM
BEAM: 187MM

Designed for 2 channel Radio Control and using 4 1200mah. 
nicads the prototype ran for over an hour. With the addition 
of scale fittings the frigate can be turned into a very 
attractive model.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: HFM007
SCALE: N/A
LENGTH: 597MM
BEAM: 187MM



HFM MARINE ~ 590S

HFM MARINE ~ 590D

The 590Sis a second generation 590 yacht, redesigned for 
the 90's with a modern ocean racer style.
This kit, also in addition to the proven sailing qualities of 
the 590D, features a full cabin and deck moulding, together 
with screen printed windows, skylights, instrument panel, 
compass, compass, large numbers and letters. Designed for 2 
channel Radio Control, no expensive sail winch is required.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: HFM003
SCALE: 1:24
LENGTH: 590MM
BEAM: 172MM

The 590D has established itself as one of the most popular 
sailing yacht kits of recent years. With its proven one design 
racing record you can enjoy fast and close racing on any 
water. Designed for 2 channel Radio Control.
Kit includes: numbered hull formed in high impact styrene; 
full and storm sails; 2 part alloy mast and alloy booms; 
tiller arm; line; hooks & eyes; screws; keel and keel weight; 
full instructions and class racing rules; modeling knife and 
cement.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: HFM004
SCALE: N/A
LENGTH: 590MM
BEAM: 172MM



HFM MARINE ~ OCEAN SALVAGE TUG

HFM MARINE ~ ORSV / ANCHOR HANDLING TUG

HFM MARINE ~ DEEP DIVE VI

Quick build for the beginner, a challenge to detail for the 
expert. The Ocean Going Tug is designed for heavy weather 
being very stable but also maneuverable. Additional detail 
can be added by using 1:72 scale fittings.
Kit includes: 70 formings; detailed hull; fore and aft decks; 
bridge wings; anchor winch; superstructure; detailed 
lifeboats and davits; modelling knife; cement; motor; shaft; 
coupling; brass rudder.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: HFM007
SCALE: N/A
LENGTH: 597MM
BEAM: 187MM

This Anchor Handling / Tug / Oil Rig Supply vessel is a very 
popular kit allowing you to make four different classes of 
vessel, simply by rearranging the superstructure and funnels. 
A very attractive boat can be made by the addition of some 
commercial fittings.
Kit includes: detailed hull moulding in high impact styrene; 
two types of funnels; fixed kort nozzle; rudder; knife; 
styrene cement; wire; screws; motor mount; full instructions.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: HFM010
SCALE: N/A
LENGTH: 584MM
BEAM: 146MM

Deep Dive VI is designed to be an inexpensive introduction 
to the world of model submarines. Once the formings are 
cut out, only eight gluing operations are needed as the rest 
is simply bolted together. All the workings are in the bottom 
of the hull so access is no problem. Using the 385 motor 
provided with 6 x 1200ma cells, the Deep Dive VI will run 
for up to 40 minutes. Designed for 2 channel Radio Control 
operation, using a micro-switch. (Movable bow planes, 
rudder and forward power on the micro-switch) Front vane 
control is used to achieve stable and constant depth keeping. 
With multi-channel Radio Control, full forward and reverse 
operation can be achieved.
Kit includes: hull formings in Research Yellow high impact 
styrene; quick access radio box; rudder; dive vanes; servo 
trays; 385 motor; propshaft; motor coupling; brass and 
stainless wire; all nuts and bolts; full instructions.

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: HFM015
SCALE: N/A
LENGTH: 1100MM
BEAM: 140MM



HFM MARINE ~ THUNDERFLASH

TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: HFM015
SCALE: N/A
LENGTH: 500MM
BEAM: 200MM

ThunderFlash has been designed for you to enter the exciting sport of fast electric 
powerboat racing. With its low cost and short building time we have designed 
the ThunderFlash to utilise readily available equipment as found in buggies and 
electric cars.
Formed in high impact styrene the kit contains deck and hull mouldings in high 
impact styrene, motor mount, servo tray, ni-cad tray, rudder support, brass rudder, 
propshaft and propeller, (decals not included).

AEROKITS ~ SEA QUEEN
TECHNICAL DATA

PART NUMBER: 2000
SCALE: N/A
LENGTH: 1168MM
BEAM: 370MM

Sea Queen is 46” long and based on the lines of a typical early 60’s ocean going 
cabin cruiser.

Kit includes:
All required timber; CNC manufactured pre-cut and pre-profiled components; 
All windows glazed and framed; 6 glazed and framed portholes; Integral engine 
mount; Integral R/C platform; 17” stainless steel propshaft (M4); Coupling unit; 
Hull matched 12V low drain, high torque, electric motor; Hull matched 75mm, 3 
bladed, cast solid brass prop (M4); Large brass rudder; Searchlight; 6 fairleads; 
Ships wheel; 2 cleats; 1 red side light; 1 green side light; 1 two tone horn; 2 
jackstaffs; Anchor; Comprehensive instruction manual and scale plan sheets.



OTHER CATALOGUES AVAILABLE 
FROM JoTiKa

Static Ships
A range of highly accurate plank on 
bulkhead ships.

Fittings
A huge selection of high quality 
fittings.

RC Powerboats
World famous, high performance 
race hulls and hardware.

JoTiKa Ltd.
Manufacturer And Distributor Of Classic Scale Models


